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More Sorting 
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Sorting… 

n  Why sort? 
n  To make searching faster! 

n  How?  

n  Binary Search gives log(n) performance. 

n  There are many algorithms for sorting: bubble sort, selection 
sort, insertion sort, quick sort, heap sort, … 

n  Why so many? 
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Selection Sort 

n  Basic idea: 
n  step forward on each item of the array starting with the first item, 

if there is a smaller item in front of the item being stepped on, 
then swap the two items. Repeat until you've stepped on every 
item. 

n  Implementation: 
n  nested loop 

n  first loop marks the current item 

n  inner loop finds the smallest item between the current item 
and the last item inclusively, then swaps the items 

n  Time Complexity? 
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Bubble sort 

n  Basic idea: 
n  start with the first item in the array compare adjacent items if they 

are not sorted, swap them, go to the next item and repeat until you 
get to the end.  

n  repeat the above process until sorted 

n  Implementation: 
n  nested loop 

n  first loop checks if the array is sorted 

n  inner compares and swaps 

n  Time Complexity? 
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Insertion Sort 

n  Basic idea: 
n  start with a sorted subarray, insert the next item from your 

unsorted list into the right position of the sorted list. 

n  When you get to the end of the unsorted list, you are done 

n  Implementation: 
n  nested loop 

n  first loop gets next item to insert 

n  inner compares, copies and makes space 

n  inserts into space 

n  Time Complexity? 
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Insertion Sort 
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Heapsort 

n  General idea 
n  remove items from array one at a time and put them into a heap 

n  remove items from heap one at a time and put them back into the 
array. 

n  Overall time complexity? 

n  Overall space needs? 
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Heapsort 

n  General idea 
n  remove items from array one at a time and put them into a heap 

n  O(n log n) time 
n  n extra space 

n  remove items from heap one at a time and put them back into the 
array. 
n  O(n) time 
n  (same) n extra space 

n  Overall time complexity? 

n  Overall space needs? 
n  can we do it with no added space? 
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Heapsort (no added space) 

n  General idea 
n  max-heapify the array 

n  remove items from heap one at a time and swap them into the end 
of the heap. 

n  Overall time complexity? 

n  Overall space needs? 
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Merge Sort 

n  General idea 
n  Split array into 2 parts, left array and right array 

n  Merge sort left array 

n  Merge sort right array 

n  Merge sorted left and  sorted right 

n  Divide and Conquer 

n  Time Complexity? 

n  Extra Space? 
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Quicksort 

n  General idea 
n  Recursively partition around a pivot point. 

n  Choose a pivot value (typically the first element of the array) 

n  partition all elements less than pivot value to the left 

n  partition all elements greater than pivot value to the right 

n  quicksort sub array to left of pivot point 

n  quicksort sub array to right of pivot point 

n  Time complexity 
n  best case O(n log n) 

n  worst case O(n2) – when array is sorted. 
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Quicksort 

n  How do we reduce our time complexity for the worst case? 
n  select a better pivot 

n  Add step 0: find the median of the start, mid, and last values and 
swap it with the start value 

n  do standard quicksort. 


